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                     Components
Implementation Synchronization — Our EACOE custom 
tools are in full alignment and fully integrated with our 
methods, that customize technology that facilitates an 
organization’s EA implementation across the application 
and information architectures.

Workflow Automation — Automate each phase of an 
EA lifecycle, harvesting, maintenances, modeling and 
archiving of EA artifacts and information.

Governance Implementation —Enable the governance 
of an organization’s EA using technology ensuring 
continuous alignment of IT and business strategy.

The EACOE Approach:
• Collaborative EA capability

• Workflows that facilitate the EA lifecycles

• Information systems architecture applied 
across the organization’s EA artifacts

• EA methodologies supported by your 
application architecture

• EA governance incorporated into your 
application and information architecture 
implementation.

• Technology that enables the EA lifecycle

We use a reliable, repeatable methodology and our Enterprise Architecture 
Center of Excellence (EACOE) certified consultants, to customize 

technologies that will assist your organization with collecting, managing, and 
implementing a complete Enterprise Architecture (EA) methodology.

To manage an Enterprise Architecture effectively requires a methodology that will equip an 
organization to meet demanding business challenges.

With the EACOE approach, our architects work with you to customize a technology-enabling our EA 
methodology and governance process across your organization’s Enterprise Architecture, to create a 
“living” approach toward EA.

As we help you with creating governance of your EA, we keep in mind that your EA needs to be 
reflective of your business strategy and responsive to planned or event driven re-evaluations needed to 
maintain alignment, between limited resources and the changing business strategy.

We use our methodology and EACOE certified architects to customize new or existing applications 
implemented for collaboration and workflow automation, to ensure your business artifacts reflect your 
organization’s business processes.
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